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Cell Pen
CLIENT Cell Pen is a renowned South Indian stationery brand. Their expansion

to Northern India was characterized by heavy investment in advertising
and marketing. We churned out location-neutral design schemes for them

that would work pan-India and it ultimately helped them boost their
market share and digital presence among the target groups.





Omnis
CLIENT We built a high-fashion brand story around the various product ranges of Omnis.

We figured that the best way to sell Omnis products would be to go edgy, modern, and new-age.
This digital identity was heavily appreciated and shared.



Dyeus
CLIENTDyeus required informative snippets delivered in a fun and casual design scheme.

As their target audience was children, we went with a simplistic yet readable
format for their social media.

Gupta Brothers
CLIENT

Gupta Brothers has multiple branches, and we handled
social media for one of them. A renowned name throughout
the city of Kolkata, there could be no compromises in terms
of quality, content, or engagement metrics.





Box8
CLIENT

Box8 is a full-stack end-to-end "desi meals" company that serves over
22,000+ meals daily across 100+ outlets. Their branding is based on a 
strong red accent, so our social media approach was to make designs that
would naturally gel with that approach.



Yepzon
CLIENTYepzon was a tech startup that built safety keychains for family members

that could be used to track and locate them. We went with an attention-
grabbing color palette and simplistic approach to artwork.



SneakFit
CLIENT SneakFit is a fitness brand. The brief was to develop a photographic

social media presence. Our approach was methodological and
depended on people’s affinity to correlate photos with advice.
We used this to our advantage to build promotional material.



Shudh Family
Restaurant

CLIENT

Pure veg restaurant Shudh needed
social media presence that could hit
home with its target audience at the time
of launch. We chose a very friendly
approach and a mix of media to deliver
great results.



MSI SUPRIM
CLIENT The new range of MSI GPUs needed an edgy, photo-heavy look.

We provided assets that built around the core MSI ideology
while educating users what to expect.





High-end vitamins and
supplements based on
35+ years of research.

Our proprietary combination of vitamins,
minerals, oils and herbs work in concert to
support optimal health & wellness.

Scientifically formulated combination
of the most powerful antioxidants to
support your body's fight against
oxidative stress.

Peak 365
CLIENT Social media engagement for Peak 365 had to be clear-cut. No extra

talk, no decorations, only real medical information. We not only produced
simple yet fluid packaging and branding for them, but incorporated

their social media with the same essence of simplicity and clutter-freeness.



FAASOS
CASE STUDY

Faasos promises food that breaks away from
the monotony of everyday eating habits. Faasos

has a dedicated consumer base. They already
had a branding when we were hired. Our job

included improving the social media presence
of the brand and highlighting what the brand
had to offer, how it was different, and more.

MESSAGES +50% growth

INTERACTION 200% boost

300% ROI



Impactful creative campaigns

Sliders, banners, covers - collateral
graphics for bolstering the online
presence.



We regularly change the
covers to display any
offers, new launches,
or other information.



C-GUARD
CASE STUDY C-GUARD is a new startup. We have done everything for it starting from the

logo and website to handling its social media. The needs of C-GUARD
were identified by us. We created a design scheme that speaks simply but
in an informative manner. As it’s a medical industry brand, we had to keep 

things simple yet understandable while promoting the products. 
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It took us 2 months to build a good-looking social media
presence for C-GUARD from scratch.

From the third month, we focused on sales. 4 months
worth of work and we gave C-GUARD, a totally new
brand in the industry, 260+ monthly sales, which keeps
on increasing even today.

150% ROI
SALES 0 to 1.3L/month



Simple, informative ad graphics that
relay all critical information.



Two design schemes - one for normal promotional
posts and another for COVID-19 awareness
(client industry is COVID-19 related).



ETHIK
CASE STUDY

Ethik started as an alternative fashion brand.
Non-leather and 100% cruelty-free. Its target

audience was bifurcated into two: people who
preferred luxury goods and the vegans. We

hendled the digital presence of Ethik (website
and social media) since its ineception.

SALES ~250% growth

SOCIAL SHARES +50-120 per post

Campaigns for neutral audiences

Ads for google, taboola, etc.





Posts, stories, website banners, and different ads
for the vegan target group. colors, style, and 
copy tone were adjusted as per the expected vegan
shopper’s intent.





Graphics designed for people who preferred high-value goods - this series talked about the product
features in a creative and unconventional way



Curated brand feed



Curating a social media feed is more than just putting a bunch of images together.
It’s about building a story around your brand.

We curate feeds exclusively and uniquely for your brand so that onlookers are dazzled.
Everything from the design scheme to the overall presence is paid attention to.
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